On-Premises
Topload Washer-Extactor
UM202

Expert Solutions from the Laundry Experts
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Faster Cycle Time

Built to Last

The UM202 from UniMac provides you with a
faster cycle time for a higher level of production.
The specially designed rectangular tubs allow for
more agitation; and the combined spray rinse and
extraction step reduces cycle time.

UniMac has manufactured quality, long-lasting and
durable commercial laundry equipment for more than
60 years. The UM202 is the only heavy-duty, ALL
stainless steel toploading washer extractor in the world.

Reduce Drying Time
UniMac has built a reputation on offering industryleading extraction speeds. The higher the G-Force,
the more water that is removed from fabric, thus
reducing the drying time. With 678 G-Force, the
UM202 has towels ready to wipe down cars without the need for further drying.

The Right Amount of Water All The Time
To ensure that the proper amount of water is always
in the cylinder, the UM202 uses a water level switch
to maintain the selected fill level.

Lower Utility Costs
With the Turbo Jet Spray and adjustable spray nozzle,
the UM202 uses less water per pound of soiled linen
than any machine of similar capacity. The UM202 also
uses less hot water and has the highest G-Force in
the industry, further reducing energy consumption.

Easy to Use and Maintain
The UM202’s basic design allows for low maintenance
and easy troubleshooting. Also, ease of training and
operation is achieved through red dots that designate
standard cycle settings on the control panels.

Simple Installation
The UM202 requires no special flooring, doesn’t need
to be bolted to the floor and is great for carwashes
with our UL “rain proof enclosure.”

Strong Limited Parts Warranty
Our two-year limited parts warranty protects you if
failure should occur during normal operation due to
defects in material or workmanship.

Specifications
UM202
Approx. Output/Hour - lb (kg) 100-120 (45-54)
O 208-240/60/3
Voltage
F 440-480/60/3
D 220-240/50/3
C 380-415/50/3

One Extract Motor - HP (kW)
Extract Speed @ 60 Hz - RPM
G-Force (Extract) @ 60 Hz
Extract Compartments

1 (0.5)
1725
678
1

Two Wash Motors - HP (kW)
Wash Compartments
Two Drain Hoses - in (mm)

1/3 (0.25)
2
2" (50.8)

Cold Water Plumbing - in (mm)
Cold Inlets Required
Hot Water Plumbing - in (mm)
Hot Inlets Required
Overall Length - in (mm)

3/4" (19)
2
3/4" (19)
1
60" (1524)

Overall Depth - in (mm)
Overall Height - in (mm)

29 1/2" (750)
40 1/2" (1029)

Net Weight - lb (kg)

510 (231)

Electrical 208-240/60/3 four-wire with 220 volt control. Conforms to
National Electrical Code, Factory Mutual Systems, ansi, and Canadian
Standards Association. Consult electrical code for local requirement.
Manufacturer recommends only three-phase circuit breakers for threephase machines.
Due to continuous product improvements, design and specifications
subject to change without notice. The quality management systems at
Alliance Laundry Systems manufacturing facilities are registered as
ISO 9001:2000 compliant.
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